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Suzanne Davies hopes for good weather conditions for the duration of 
the outdoor drinking and dining revival, and looks forward to indoors 
reopening soon

As I write this, those pubs and bars in England fortunate enough to have outdoor space 
available have been permitted to reopen for business, subject to social distancing 
guidelines with table service to seated customers only and a limit of six people in any 
one group (or an unlimited number if from just two households).

This has served to signal a definite light at the end of what has been a very long 
tunnel. Leaving aside debate on whether it should have happened sooner, whether 
Wales and Scotland should have to wait until 26 April (or Northern Ireland until 30 
April) before their pubs can reopen on a similar basis or indeed whether any available 
health evidence justifies waiting until 17 May for reopening indoors to be permitted, 
what strength of character against all thrown at them has been displayed by operators 
of all sizes for the last year and a bit.

I pay tribute to the industry trade associations for the fantastic support they have 
given to the sector as a whole since closures were first ordered in March of last year.

On that same note, anyone in England who still has any queries about what they can 
and can’t do while opening for business outdoors during Step Two of the government’s 
roadmap out of lockdown has only to consult the extremely helpful guidance and FAQs 
produced jointly by UKHospitality, the BBPA and the BII, which are available on each of 
their websites.

Some queries that baffled the national media have been answered in that 
document, including:

Subject to them wearing face coverings, customers are allowed indoors only to 
walk to the outdoor area, to use the toilet, baby change or breast-feeding facilities or 
(as a last resort if impossible to do so outdoors) to make payment at the bar. 

Outdoor structures must follow the same rules as smoking shelters in order to be 
classed as ‘outdoors’ meaning that 50% or more of the sides must be open. Do check 
with your local authority if you have any doubt about what’s allowed.

You can offer background music and television outside, if it is kept at a reasonable 
volume and shouting/singing/chanting is prevented. Live music is also permitted, as 
long as it is incidental to the consumption of food or drink, and not the main purpose 
of the gathering of customers.

If you want to use a pavement area or car park that you don’t normally use, you’ll 
need to have the relevant permissions, but your local authority will be able to explain 
how the fast-track pavement licensing system works.

It’s fingers crossed now that nothing prevents the reopening of indoor areas too on 
17 May but table service and the very same group number restrictions as now apply 
outdoors will apply indoors until hopefully that becomes no longer the case with effect 
from 21 June (subject to nothing preventing that last step in the roadmap taking place 
on that date). Bear in mind too that it is currently anticipated that with effect from 17 
May, groups of no more than 30 people will be permitted outdoors as long as you have 
the space to accommodate them while still complying with whatever social contact 
rules apply at that time.  

Q:  Will my local authority still hold 
remote/virtual licensing hearings 
after 6 May?

A:  On 28 April, the High Court ruled that the 
Local Government Act 1972 would not 
permit remote council meetings in England 
(including meetings of council committees 
and sub-committees) to continue after the 
relevant Coronavirus Regulations allowing 
such meetings to take place ceased to have 
effect on 7 May. However, licensing QC Philip 
Kolvin firmly believes remote hearings before 
licensing sub-committees under the Licensing 
Act 2003 are unaffected by the judgment 
(which was decided in the context of different 
legislation) and can therefore continue. 

Q:  Can you explain what changes 
have taken place with the national 
living wage (NLW) and the national 
minimum wage (NMW)?

A:  New rates for both the NLW and the NMW 
came into force on 1 April. The NLW 
increased by just 2.2% from £8.72 per 
hour to £8.91 and the age threshold for the 
rate was reduced from 25 to 23. The NMW 
increased by 2% to £8.36 for those aged 21 
to 22, 1.7% to £6.56 for those aged 18 to 20 
and 1.55% to £4.62 for those aged under 18. 
The apprentice rate increased by 3.6% to 
£4.30. The Low Pay Commission is presently 
consulting until 18 June in order to inform its 
recommendations on the 2022 rates.

Q:  I’m running into real problems with 
officers at my local council about 
what I can provide for my customers 
outdoors. Aren’t the rules supposed 
to be relaxed?

A:  I’d need to know more to give specific advice 
but hopefully my main article will help you. 
You might also want to read a letter from the 
secretary of state for housing, communities & 
local government sent to all chief executives 
and leaders of local authorities in England 
on 15 April, in which he urged them to 
ensure that government guidance is “applied 
proportionately and consistently… to support 
businesses to reopen safely and to avoid 
overzealous interpretations of the rules”.
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